DISEASE-CONTROL RATES FOLLOWING INTENSITY-MODULATED RADIATION THERAPY FOR SMALL PRIMARY OROPHARYNGEAL CARCINOMA
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Background: The purpose of this study was to assess the ability of intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) to achieve favorable disease-control rates while minimizing parotid gland doses in patients treated for small primary tumors of the oropharynx.

Methods and Materials: We retrospectively identified all patients who received IMRT as treatment for a small (<4 cm) primary tumor of the oropharynx between October 2000 and June 2002. Tumor characteristics, IMRT parameters, and patient outcomes were assessed.

Results: Fifty-one patients met the criteria for our study. All patients had treatment to gross disease with margin (CTV1), and all but 1 had treatment to the bilateral necks. The most common treatment schedule (39 patients) was a once-daily fractionation of prescribed doses of 63–66 Gy to the CTV1 and 54 Gy to subclinical sites, delivered in 30 fractions. Twenty-one patients (40%) had gastrostomy tubes placed during therapy; in 4 patients, the tube remained in place for more than 6 months after completion of IMRT. The median follow-up was 45 months. The 2-year actuarial locoregional control, recurrence-free, and overall survival rates were 94%, 88%, and 94%, respectively.

Conclusions: These preliminary data suggest that treatment with IMRT results in favorable locoregional control of small primary oropharynx tumors. IMRT did not appear to have a more favorable acute toxicity profile in this group with respect to the use of a feeding tube; however, the mean dose of radiation delivered to the parotid gland by IMRT was decreased, because 95% of patients had a mean dose of <30 Gy to at least one gland. © 2007 Elsevier Inc.

INTRODUCTION

Intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) offers several potential benefits to patients requiring irradiation for treatment of head-and-neck cancers. One such benefit is the ability of IMRT to conform closely to the tumor volume, avoiding or minimizing exposure to normal tissues where irradiation can cause chronic sequelae that can adversely affect a patient’s quality of life. For example, in the treatment of tumors near critical neural tissues, IMRT has been shown to improve target coverage without increasing radiation dose to the nervous system (1, 2). The use of IMRT in the treatment of head-and-neck cancer has also been shown to decrease the dose to the parotid glands, leading to better recovery of salivary flow (3). Several preliminary clinical experiences have been reported suggesting favorable outcomes for patients treated with IMRT (4–6). This report focuses on a subpopulation of patients with head-and-neck cancer, specifically those with early T-stage oropharynx cancer, to describe outcomes in a relatively homogenous subgroup.

As target volume definitions and techniques of IMRT have been evolving, we retrospectively reviewed our experience using IMRT as treatment for small primary tumors of the oropharynx to assess the parotid dose, disease control rates relative to conventional radiation, and the influence of the fractionation schemes used in our IMRT treatments.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Patient selection

We searched the database of our Department of Radiation Oncology and identified all patients irradiated by IMRT between
October 2000 and June 2002 as treatment for a small (<4 cm) primary squamous or undifferentiated carcinoma of the oropharynx. This 20-month period was chosen to ensure a minimum 2-year duration of follow-up for our analysis.

We have previously described favorable outcomes for these patients with small tumors of the oropharynx, irrespective of American Joint Commission on Cancer staging (7). When we initiated our IMRT program, these patients were one of the first groups selected for treatment with IMRT. Patients with larger primary tumors were offered participation in ongoing trials investigating concurrent systemic therapy and radiation, and these trials (at that time) often did not allow the use of IMRT.

Study design
Institutional Review Board approval was obtained before initiation of this retrospective chart review.

In October 2000, we had clinical release of an IMRT system, which uses a static gantry, step-and-shoot, multileaf collimation delivery system. Treatments for our study group were planned using the CORVUS treatment planning system (CORVUS vs. 4.0; Nomos Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA). Radiation was delivered via 6-MV photons generated by a Varian linear accelerator (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA).

We reviewed the patients’ records to determine the prescribed and delivered doses of radiation to the clinical target volume (CTV) and the respective planning target volume (PTV); the doses delivered to each parotid gland; the use of a gastrostomy tube, which was a surrogate of acute toxicity; and disease control and survival rates.

Statistical analysis
Kaplan-Meier actuarial analyses were performed to determine disease control and survival rates. Patients with local disease persistence after radiation or recurrence at the primary site were considered to have failed for the calculation of local control rates. Similar criteria were used for the determination of regional recurrence with the exception that patients with viable lymph node disease found at postradiation neck dissections were not considered treatment failures for the calculation of regional (and locoregional) control rates, or for recurrence-free survival rates. Locoregional persistence or recurrence as defined previously, or the development of hematogenous metastasis were considered failures for the calculation of recurrence-free survival rates.

RESULTS
Patient and tumor characteristics
Table 1 lists the patient and tumor characteristics for this sample.

Fifty-four patients met the eligibility criteria for this sample. Five patients, including the 2 patients with N3 disease, received chemotherapy. Four patients received chemotherapy concurrent with radiation therapy, 2 received neoadjuvant chemotherapy (1 of whom also received concurrent chemotherapy), and 1 received adjuvant chemotherapy (after concurrent chemoradiation). Twelve patients had postirradiation neck dissections. Ten of these patients had neck dissection specimens that were without pathologic evidence of disease.

Chemotherapy and surgery
Five patients, including the 2 patients with N3 disease, received chemotherapy. Four patients received chemotherapy concurrent with radiation therapy, 2 received neoadjuvant chemotherapy (1 of whom also received concurrent chemotherapy), and 1 received adjuvant chemotherapy (after concurrent chemoradiation). Twelve patients had postirradiation neck dissections. Ten of these patients had neck dissection specimens that were without pathologic evidence of disease.

IMRT: volume definition, dose prescription, fractionation, and dose delivered
The high-dose target volume included gross disease with margin (CTV1). The minimum margin size was 5 mm;
Table 2. Prescription doses to gross disease with margin (CTV1) (primary) in 51 patients treated with intensity-modulated radiation therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient number</th>
<th>Dose (Gy)</th>
<th>Fraction number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>63–65</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>40 (concomitant boost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Prescription doses to gross disease with margin (CTV1) (nodes) in 35 patients with gross adenopathy treated with intensity-modulated radiation therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient number</th>
<th>Dose (Gy)</th>
<th>Fraction number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>30*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>40 (concomitant boost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>33*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Four patients treated with electron boosts to gross adenopathy.
curred locally. In 1 of these patients, the disease recurred at the local site and in the neck; in the other patient, the disease recurred in the primary site only. All these recurrences were in CTV1. One of these patients was treated to 66 Gy in 30 fractions, and the other was treated to 70 Gy in 35 fractions.

Overall, the 2-year actuarial local control rate for this patient population was 96%. Both patients with primary recurrence had stage T2 primary disease. The 2-year local control rate for patients with T1/Tx disease was 100% compared with 88% for patients with T2 disease.

An additional patient had disease recurrence in the neck only. This patient presented with disease in levels 1–4 and had retropharyngeal nodal disease as well. His disease recurred in multiple areas of the neck, including the carotid space. Thus the disease recurred in the CTV1 and the remaining target volumes. The 2-year actuarial locoregional control rate was 93% (Fig. 1).

Distant metastasis occurred in 5 of the 43 patients who received radiation without chemotherapy and in whom locoregional control was achieved. The 2-year and 3-year actuarial recurrence-free survival rates for this patient population were 87% and 84%, respectively; the 2-year and 3-year overall survival rates were 93% and 87% respectively (Figs. 2 and 3). At the time of analysis, 8 patients had died: 5 from disease recurrence, 2 from cardiopulmonary events, and 1 from unknown causes. The latter 3 were disease-free at last follow-up. Two patients were alive with disease at last follow-up. One other patient underwent salvage surgery and reirradiation and was still alive with no evidence of disease 24 months after completion of the salvage therapy.

Twenty-one patients (40%) required gastrostomy tubes for nutritional support. All were placed during therapy. In 4, the tube was in place for more than 6 months. None required gastrostomy support 1 year after therapy. Three of the 5 patients treated with chemotherapy plus IMRT required gastrostomies; however, none of them required the tube for more than 6 months.

Three patients have had chronic mild dysphagia with difficulty eating solids. Two patients have undergone postradiation hyperbaric oxygen therapy: 1 for extraction prophylaxis and 1 for osteoradionecrosis. Two patients, both having radiation and neck dissections, have chronic shoulder weakness and neck pain.

---

### Table 4. Dose delivered to gross disease with margin (CTV1), planning target volume with margin (PTV1), and parotid glands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Minimum dose</th>
<th>Maximum dose</th>
<th>Mean dose range (median, SD)</th>
<th>% volume below prescription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTV1</td>
<td>55.6–69.6 Gy</td>
<td>69.4–80 Gy</td>
<td>66.8–73.9 Gy (69.2, 1.8)</td>
<td>0–7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTV1</td>
<td>28.8–65.5 Gy</td>
<td>69.7–80 Gy</td>
<td>13.1–57.1 Gy (26.4, 8)</td>
<td>0.3–27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left parotid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6–68.8 Gy (25.4, 10.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right parotid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.1–46 Gy (23.9, 6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean parotid*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13.1–33.6 Gy (26.3, 4.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower parotid†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21.2–68.8 Gy (29.2, 10.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher parotid†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Mean dose to both parotid glands for each patient.
† Mean dose to each of the pair of parotid glands: lower parotid is the lower dose of the pair; higher parotid is the higher dose of the pair.
RESULTS

The majority of patients in this series were treated with relative hypofractionation at 2.2 Gy per fraction to the CTV1. Although intrigued by the fractionation schemes and results reported by Butler et al. (4), we were concerned that 2.4 Gy per fraction, which was used in their study, would be too dose-intensive. Our plan of 66 Gy delivered in 30 fractions (6 weeks) facilitated a dose and fractionation scheme that could be completed in the same time frame as plans with modest acceleration schedules, such as those reported by the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) (12) and the Danish Head and Neck Cancer group, (13) and thus should be biologically effective. IMRT allowed for larger doses per fraction to the tumor while exposing normal tissues to fractional radiation doses considered to be tolerable.

Although the fractionation scheme used in this study was considered appropriate for the majority of the patients, and although this scheme was used in the recently completed RTOG H-0022 Phase 2 trial evaluating IMRT for early-stage oropharynx cancer, prescribed doses were individualized for many patients. In our initial experience, several patients with bulky adenopathy had dose prescriptions of 68–70 Gy delivered to the gross adenopathy in 30 fractions. Although severe late toxicity has not been noted in these patients after nearly 4 years of follow-up, concern for the risk of late morbidity led to two changes in the treatment plan. In 3 patients, additional fractions were added via an electron boost rather than by exceeding the 2.2 Gy per fraction dose to nodes. In 4 other patients, we increased the overall number of fractions resulting in 70 Gy to the nodes, and 66–70 Gy to the primary site all in 33 fractions. Patients with T1 disease still received 66 Gy, and those with T2 disease received 70 Gy.

We were reluctant to administer 66 Gy in 30 fractions to patients who had received concurrent chemotherapy. Instead, this group of patients was typically treated with 70 Gy in 33 fractions, similar to the fractionation scheme described for nasopharyngeal carcinoma (14).

Only 4 patients were treated with concomitant boost fractionation schedule (9). The original treatment planning systems were unable to create a dose distribution combining the large field and boost field treatments, causing uncertainty in the plans that often had considerable heterogeneity. The additional treatment time required for delivery of IMRT, and thus the additional number of fractions used, and the use of a twice-daily scheme were also concerns. Although the latter factor remains a concern, the improvements in treatment planning systems now allow us to see the entire treatment as a single dosimetric entity.

Although coined “concomitant boost,” this fractionation schedule does not truly deliver the boost treatment at the same time as the larger field treatment. Thus when planning a treatment using the classic concomitant boost fractionation schedule, two separate plans must be created though these two plans are ultimately combined to display a single composite dose distribution. This is in contrast to the capability of IMRT to truly deliver a simultaneous integrated boost (SIB) by delivering differing doses to different targets at risk during each fraction. Several reports have suggested that the SIB plans are superior to planning the boost separately (15, 16). In general, however, plans generated in these reports have relied on the initial optimization parameters established in dosimetric exercises. Our experience suggests that a

DISCUSSION

The locoregional control rate of 93% achieved with IMRT in patients with small oropharynx cancers is comparable to the rates achieved with conventional radiation therapy techniques in similar series (7, 8). In those series, the 2-year locoregional control rates were 91%. Also similar to those studies, locoregional control with IMRT was T-stage-dependent, because all local failures in this current series occurred in patients with T2 disease, and within CTV1. There were no geographic or marginal failures.

Other series have also reported favorable disease control rates of head-and-neck cancer treated with IMRT (4–6, 10). In contrast to those reports, our study population was relatively homogeneous with regard to T and N stage and primary site of disease. In addition, patients in this report who are alive all have been followed for a minimum of 2 years.

Intensity-modulated radiation therapy did not appear to produce a more favorable acute toxicity profile in this patient group with respect to feeding tube use; however, the IMRT dose distributions markedly reduced the mean superficial lobe parotid dose as compared with former conventional techniques. In 95% of patients, we were able to obtain a mean dose of <30 Gy to one gland. Using a conventional three-field head-and-neck technique, these patients typically would receive at least 40 Gy mean dose to the parotid gland (11).

The majority of patients in this series were treated with relative hypofractionation at 2.2 Gy per fraction to the CTV1. Although intrigued by the fractionation schemes and results reported by Butler et al. (4), we were concerned that 2.4 Gy per fraction, which was used in their study, would be too dose-intensive. Our plan of 66 Gy delivered in 30 fractions (6 weeks) facilitated a dose and fractionation scheme that could be completed in the same time frame as plans with modest acceleration schedules, such as those reported by the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) (12) and the Danish Head and Neck Cancer group, (13) and thus should be biologically effective. IMRT allowed for larger doses per fraction to the tumor while exposing normal tissues to fractional radiation doses considered to be tolerable.

Although the fractionation scheme used in this study was considered appropriate for the majority of the patients, and although this scheme was used in the recently completed RTOG H-0022 Phase 2 trial evaluating IMRT for early-stage oropharynx cancer, prescribed doses were individualized for many patients. In our initial experience, several patients with bulky adenopathy had dose prescriptions of 68–70 Gy delivered to the gross adenopathy in 30 fractions. Although severe late toxicity has not been noted in these patients after nearly 4 years of follow-up, concern for the risk of late morbidity led to two changes in the treatment plan. In 3 patients, additional fractions were added via an electron boost rather than by exceeding the 2.2 Gy per fraction dose to nodes. In 4 other patients, we increased the overall number of fractions resulting in 70 Gy to the nodes, and 66–70 Gy to the primary site all in 33 fractions. Patients with T1 disease still received 66 Gy, and those with T2 disease received 70 Gy.

We were reluctant to administer 66 Gy in 30 fractions to patients who had received concurrent chemotherapy. Instead, this group of patients was typically treated with 70 Gy in 33 fractions, similar to the fractionation scheme described for nasopharyngeal carcinoma (14).

Only 4 patients were treated with concomitant boost fractionation schedule (9). The original treatment planning systems were unable to create a dose distribution combining the large field and boost field treatments, causing uncertainty in the plans that often had considerable heterogeneity. The additional treatment time required for delivery of IMRT, and thus the additional number of fractions used, and the use of a twice-daily scheme were also concerns. Although the latter factor remains a concern, the improvements in treatment planning systems now allow us to see the entire treatment as a single dosimetric entity.

Although coined “concomitant boost,” this fractionation schedule does not truly deliver the boost treatment at the same time as the larger field treatment. Thus when planning a treatment using the classic concomitant boost fractionation schedule, two separate plans must be created though these two plans are ultimately combined to display a single composite dose distribution. This is in contrast to the capability of IMRT to truly deliver a simultaneous integrated boost (SIB) by delivering differing doses to different targets at risk during each fraction. Several reports have suggested that the SIB plans are superior to planning the boost separately (15, 16). In general, however, plans generated in these reports have relied on the initial optimization parameters established in dosimetric exercises. Our experience suggests that a
concomitant boost schedule delivered via a sequential set of plans can meet the established set of constraints as well as SIB, if sufficient time is invested in individual plan optimization. Thus for patients with bulky primary tumors who receive radiation therapy alone, we still favor concomitant boost fractionation, which has a proven record of success in our institution in the treatment of intermediate-stage primary tumors of the oropharynx (17, 18). Reports from Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center also describes positive experiences with IMRT and concomitant boost fractionation (1, 19).

Despite providing a more conformal coverage of the tumor volume, the rate of significant acute toxicity associated with IMRT, as assessed by the rate of gastrostomy tube use, was 40%. However, for most patients, the gastrostomy tube was used for a relatively short period. Fewer than 10% of patients still required the tube 6 months after treatment, none for greater than 1 year, and only 3 patients had chronic difficulty swallowing solid foods. These observations are likely the result of a larger volume of mucosa receiving radiation, albeit a lower total dose, resulting in mucositis that often does not result in severe late toxicity. To minimize the dose to uninvolved mucosa, we now create avoidance structures within the oral cavity during the treatment planning process.

We were able to maintain a mean dose of <26 Gy to at least one parotid gland in more than 75% of patients. We did not consistently correlate this outcome with subjective rates of xerostomia nor with objective measures of salivary flow; however, we are actively participating in RTOG H022 study in which a similar sample being treated with a similar dose fractionation scheme is being evaluated. This multi-institutional study will hopefully provide data to help us determine whether reducing the parotid dose can reduce the incidence of severe xerostomia.

This retrospective report adds to a growing body of literature suggesting that disease control rates associated with IMRT are at least equivalent to those achieved with more conventional radiation delivery techniques (7, 8). IMRT did not appear to have a more favorable acute toxicity profile in this patient group with respect to feeding tube needs. We were, however, often able to obtain dose distributions to the parotid gland that potentially can minimize the risk of severe xerostomia. We continue to treat the vast majority of our oropharynx patients with a split-beam technique (20). Newer planning systems allow us to model the entire treatment in a single plan, allowing us more flexibility in choice of fractionation, as well as combining the lower neck isodoses with the IMRT component of the treatment to minimize problems at the junctions. Our favorable results have led us to use IMRT to treat the vast majority of patients presenting to us for radiotherapy for small oropharynx tumors, as well as to use IMRT for most of our patients with more advanced oropharyngeal cancer.
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